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Address Dezhou Zhenhua Decoration Glass Co., Ltd. 
Jinghua Group 
55 HUBIN SOUTH ROAD 
Economic Development Area,  
Dezhou, Shandong 

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
vacuum-sealed glass block: 
As a subsidiary of Dezhou Jinghua Group, Dezhou Decoration Glass Co. specilizes in manufacturing vacuum sealed glass blocks. Five sets of state-
of-the-art facilities were imported from Germany by the company one after another. Being incorporate with production, distribution, desgn, construction
and technology service, it is the pioneer of glass block factories both in China and Asia. It occupys a decisive position on the market both at home and
abroad.

Undergoing decade elimination through competition, and along with constant vicissitudes among similar industries, Zhenhua Decoration Glass Co. has
developed from initial "ONE LINE" to today´s "FIVE LINES", and it becomes the largest base manufacturing and distributing glass blocks with a jump
in Asia. It ranks among the world´s strongest. Aparting from Germany and Italy, Dezhou Decoration Glass Co. is the only one to master moumenon
coloring technology for manufacturing colored glass blocks. With this technology, the disuniform problem of fading, color changing and tone difference
exiting in colored blocks such as spraying colored paint and decorating color on the surface is fundamentally resolved. The colored glass blocks of
JINGHUA BRAND is the only and real colored gals blocks in China. 

float glass: 
Regular production started when the float glass company was established on March 11,2003. The daily drawing volume is around 1100 tons. Through
trial production for over a month, SIX TOPS are achieved among similar industries of its kind in the whole country with the lowest investment in the
project, the highest level of equipment, the shortest time of plate guiding, the fastest speed of production target reaching, the best quality of the
product and best operation of the market, etc. The annual output of 3-22mm good quality float glass in various sizes is 400,000 tons, including 90% of
auto degree or above. It is certified with ISO9001 in early 2004, i.e. the certification of QC system 2000. The market lines in more than 30 different
countries and regions such as Japan, Korea, the U.S. and Pakistan in addition to Northern China, Northeastern and Southeastern domestically. It is
highly praised by large number of clients with its first class of performance. The products are well accepted among the clients.
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